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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Tim Megenbier Jr., 8 Time National Champion Racer
Joins the Power Stop Track Day Team
Bedford Park, IL – Power Stop® is excited to announce the addition of Tim Megenbier Jr.
to the Track Day team, Tim brings with him 20 years of racing experience in Karts,
Formula Cars, and Touring Cars. He was featured in “Racing Under Green” the 2009
documentary focused on the Volkswagen TDI Cup racing series, which followed the
drivers both on and off the track of this environmentally conscious racing series. In
addition to this series Tim has the most wins of any driver in the Volkswagen Jetta TDI
Cup, and has competed in multiple other racing series in the US and Europe including
the Skip Barber; F3 series, USF2000 Championship, USAC Midget series, and the VW
Scirocco R Cup.
Tim will be supporting the Track Day program both in the Power Stop offices as well as
at local and regional track events. “Tim is a great addition to the team, and the ideal
person to champion the new Track Day Program. His racing experience will help us
develop not only an outstanding Track Day product, but improve the customer
experience by interacting with customer inquiries and questions regarding the track day
program.” – Arvin Scott
The Track Day Brake Kit is Power Stop’s response to the growing need for a braking
solution aimed at getting the track day enthusiast prepared for a weekend at the track.
The soon to be released platform specific Track Day Brake Kits provide the enthusiast
not only with Track Day pads and high-carbon rotors, but also with the option to include
Power Stop’s Z26 Street Warrior pad for daily driving.
“It’s exciting to be a part of the Power Stop team and their new Track Day program, the
concept of an easy to purchase Track Day braking solution will lower the barrier to entry
for new track day enthusiasts. I’m excited to bring my years of racing experience to this
revolutionary program; I’ll see you on the track!” – Tim Megenbier Jr.
ABOUT POWER STOP, LLC
Power Stop Extreme Performance brake rotors and pads were first introduced in California in
1995 as a problem solver for the toughest brake challenges. Power Stop is committed to
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providing the safest and most effective braking solutions for its customer’s at an affordable
price.
Power Stop set the standard when it introduced its first performance brake kit, the 1-Click Brake
kit in 2010. Power Stop offers a complete line of application specific brake kits that includes as
applicable: performance brake rotors, Carbon-Fiber Ceramic brake pads, brake hardware, brake
sensors and calipers.
The “1-Click Brake Kit,” has revolutionized the way consumers purchase their brake parts and
take the stress and guesswork out of selecting the right pad and rotor combination while
delivering maximum performance and reliability. Don’t just Stop – Power Stop!

For more information on any Power Stop products, visit them online at
http://www.powerstop.com.
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